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     R&I applies its rating methodology for air transport to companies engaged in air transport 

services. In addition to major domestic and foreign carriers, this rating methodology is used to 

evaluate new entrants and low-cost carriers (LCCs). 

 

I. Evaluation of Business Risk 

1. View of industry risk 

     The air transport industry is indispensable as infrastructure for long-distance travel and 

transportation, and the market is sizable. There is comparatively large potential to grow over the 

medium to long term, as economic globalization proceeds. 

     The hurdles for new entrants in air transport services, such as government approvals, licenses 

and permits, are relatively high. However, demand is easily affected by changes in the economy, 

particularly on international routes, and is highly susceptible to occurrences such as disasters, 

terrorism and outbreaks of infectious diseases. On the other hand, fixed costs such as 

aircraft-related expenditures and personnel expenses pose a heavy burden, and earnings tend to 

experience large swings because of fuel costs and other expenses that are affected by market forces. 

In some situations, carriers will report significant losses when negative conditions hit both 

revenues and costs. 

     In Europe and the U.S., ongoing deregulation has increased new entrants and intensified 

competition with LCCs in particular. The business environment is becoming challenging, with even 

national flag carrier airlines filing for bankruptcy protection. R&I judges the industry risk of air 

transport services to be high. 

 

(1) Market size, market growth potential and market volatility 

     The air transport industry provides essential infrastructure for the movement of passengers 

and cargo, particularly between countries. Travel demand has been expanding hand-in-hand with 

economic globalization and the economic growth of emerging countries. With emerging countries 
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still offering significant room for economic growth, air transport demand is expected to expand 

accordingly. The major aircraft manufacturers project worldwide revenue passenger kilometers to 

continue growing at an average annual rate of around 5% over the next 20 years. 

     Meanwhile, demand fluctuates widely from a micro-level perspective, as evidenced by the 

plunge in passenger traffic in some regions due, for example, to the September 11 terrorist attacks 

in the U.S., SARS and the global financial crisis. Demand on international routes in particular is 

greatly influenced by wars, terrorism and outbreaks of epidemics, in addition to the economic trend. 

Even domestic routes, which enjoy highly stable demand compared with international routes, are 

not immune to the impacts from economic fluctuations. The number of passengers carried by 

operations in Japan plunged more than 10% from the prior year in 2009 when the economy slowed 

rapidly, and fares tumbled as well. R&I judges market volatility to be high. 

 

(2) Industry structure (competitive environment) 

     Air transport companies span a wide range, from carriers operating on a large scale with a 

fleet of hundreds of aircraft to the newest LCCs that operate with several planes. 

     Because of the strong public aspects of the business, air transport services maintain close 

relationships with government authorities. Competitive conditions surrounding domestic routes 

vary by each country. In Japan, there are certain barriers to entry, such as the need to obtain a 

license from the Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism for each route and comply 

with restrictions on foreign investment, in order to operate regularly scheduled service. There is 

also a physical constraint of the arrival and departure capacity of Haneda Airport. New airlines 

have entered the market following airline deregulation since the late 1990s, but domestic routes are 

oligopolistic in nature, with the JAL Group and ANA Group still moving about 80% of all air 

passenger traffic. However, there is competition with other modes of transportation such as 

railways and land transport. While air and land routes can be compartmentalized to some extent 

based on distance, Shinkansen trains continue to expand their routes, making them one competitor 

that cannot be ignored. 

     Although deregulation is proceeding, service on international routes requires the conclusion of 

bilateral agreements. Unless two countries sign an aviation liberalization (open skies) agreement to 

mutually abolish entry restrictions, mutual consent between the aviation authorities of two 

countries is required for setting routes and transport capacity, even after a bilateral agreement has 

been entered into. Therefore, establishing and expanding international flights is difficult. Arrival 

and departure capacity at major airports imposes physical limits as well. Fundamentally this 
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means competition takes place among a limited number of competitors, though there are several 

carriers flying on intercontinental routes such as trans-Atlantic and trans-Pacific routes. 

     In Europe and the U.S., where deregulation has progressed furthest, competition is 

increasingly intense, and LCCs, which enjoy a competitive edge in terms of cost, currently account 

for 30-40% of the market, for example. Consequently there have been a number of cases where even 

leading companies have lost their competitiveness and ended up in bankruptcy or becoming 

subsidiaries operating under other carriers. Moreover, for any given route, air carriers will 

establish their flight schedules in a way that will enable them to manage their aircraft efficiently, 

based on a premise of constant demand. Given the difficulty of adjusting transport capacity within 

a short period of time, carriers can suddenly find themselves saddled with overcapacity during 

periods of plummeting demand. Due to a low marginal cost of production, carriers also face the 

problem that price competition can turn cut-throat quickly when demand diminishes. 

 

(3) Customer continuity and stability 

     While creating distinctive differences is difficult if air transport services are viewed merely as 

a means of moving between two points, differentiation is actually being achieved based on pricing 

and added value. To fend off LCCs that are wielding low fares as their main advantage, major air 

transport companies (network carriers) are attempting to improve convenience. For example, they 

are working to expand their networks and ease the frustrations of making flight connections by 

entering carrier alliances, in addition to enhancing the content of their in-flight amenities, meals 

and customer service. 

     Major air transport companies generally provide services that let member travelers 

accumulate points in proportion to the miles they fly and exchange "mileage" for airline tickets or 

other rewards. There is a strong tendency for mileage club members to use this system to 

accumulate points and continue flying with the same airline, or carriers that are members of the 

same alliance, even when several companies ply the same route. The number of mileage club 

members and mileage club use are important checkpoints. Even if a mileage system or other 

customer retention factors are in place, however, customers will often use a different carrier if there 

is a considerable difference in prices, or convenience is compromised by the lack of direct flights or 

poor flight connections, for instance. In fact, LCCs have been utilizing low prices to expand their 

market share in many regions. Customer continuity and stability are somewhat low. 
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(4) Capital and inventory investment cycles 

     While aircraft is normally used for at least about 30 years, given the mounting maintenance 

costs to ensure safety with each passing year and the emergence of a market for used aircraft, very 

few major airlines will hold onto planes for their entire serviceable life. Partly because of their 

advanced airframes, newer model aircraft offer not only greater fuel efficiency but also improved 

travel comfort. Fleet renewals are also being promoted by efforts to replace large planes that carry 

many passengers per flight with more fuel efficient, small and medium-size aircraft in order to 

increase the number of flights, an approach that is advantageous from the standpoint of both cost 

and comfort given a rise in fuel costs and increasingly diverse customer needs. LCCs, which focus 

on aircraft operating performance efficiency, also exhibit a comparatively rapid pace of aircraft 

turnover. The improvements in aircraft efficiency and increase in competition have shortened the 

capital investment cycle. Furthermore, in some cases it takes three to four years for a carrier to 

receive aircraft after placing an order. Attention should be paid to the possibility that the carrier 

will not reap as much benefit as it envisaged, owing to changes in the market or in the situation of 

individual firms. 

     Nonetheless, the probability of a total loss is low because of the presence of the active used 

aircraft market. 

 

(5) Protection, regulations and public aspects 

     Given its position as infrastructure essential to national strategy, the public aspects of air 

transport business are high. The government of each country, not only of Japan, regulates its air 

transport industry. Despite the spread of deregulation, agreements between the governments of 

countries where flights originate and terminate are still required to establish international routes. 

There are also limits to the take-off and landing capacity at airports. For airports near urban 

centers, profitability is high. Metropolitan areas have highly concentrated populations, however, 

and because of noise and engine exhaust issues a significant expansion of the number of arrival and 

departure slots is difficult. Even if deregulation has proceeded, some barriers to entry remain. 

     Meanwhile, the government support that a carrier can expect should its operations 

deteriorate, is becoming limited. Despite the strong level of government involvement in the process 

of fostering an air services industry, carriers are required to operate independently as private 

corporations once operations are up and running. The mitigation of industry risk through 

protection, regulations and public aspects cannot be viewed as strong. 
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(6) Cost structure 

     As regards the cost structure, air transport companies operate under a heavy burden of fixed 

costs including personnel expenses and depreciation and amortization expense accompanying the 

investment in aircraft and components. Given that airlines hire large numbers of employees, many 

of whom are engaged in activities that require qualifications such as pilots and mechanics, reducing 

personnel expenses is difficult. Even if leases are used to obtain aircraft, lease periods are basically 

long-term. Moreover, many outlays such as airport charges and maintenance costs are mainly 

determined by the number of take-off and landing slots or the number of aircraft, and do not always 

change in tandem with revenues. 

     Meanwhile, fuel costs account for the largest component of variable costs, and can change 

abruptly under the influence of crude oil prices. On international flights, such changes can be 

passed on to prices to a great extent using a fuel surcharge, but if fuel surcharges push prices 

higher, this could result in lower demand. Revenues from international flights and fuel costs are 

denominated in foreign currencies and susceptible to the effect of exchange rate fluctuations. 

Because revenues also fluctuate significantly as a result of external factors, the season and day of 

the week, it is critical to strictly manage costs by controlling supply in line with demand, for 

example. 

 

2. View of individual firm risk 

     In contrast to industry risk, which highlights the standard risks of the industry of which the 

subject firms are a part, the business risk of each company will differ depending on the individual 

firm risk as explained below. 

 

(1) Operational base 

     For an air transport company, the routes it has been awarded are its operational base. Having 

numerous prime routes that enjoy stable demand, and securing landing and take-off slots in every 

convenient time band, are critical. If a company has a large market share on its routes, efficiency 

will improve from the perspective of marketing and aircraft operations, making it easier for the 

company to boost profitability. 

 

(2) Operational flexibility 

     When travel demand plummets suddenly, the effect on operating results will depend on 

whether a carrier can flexibly rearrange its scheduled flights according to demand. It is necessary 
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to use aircraft suitable for each route and thereby raise the load factor. Demand can be stimulated 

by lowering fares, but if fares are reduced too much, profits will not grow. This makes the carrier's 

revenue management skills important. On international routes, utilizing alliances through code 

sharing and joint ventures, for example, and deepening tie-ups are vital for improving aircraft 

operating efficiency and ensuring flexibility. 

     A plan to introduce aircraft based on reasonable demand forecasts is also critical. Investment 

aimed at a rapid expansion of supply capacity will most likely undermine the supply/demand 

balance. The standards and procedures of investment decisions must be ascertained. 

 

(3) Cost management capabilities 

     Revenue fluctuates with changes in demand and exchange rates, and the cost of fuel, which 

accounts for a significant share of variable costs, is also susceptible to movements in crude oil prices 

and exchange rates. Accordingly, earnings are affected by the external environment. The control of 

personnel expenses and other costs, as well as rationalization efforts such as reduction of 

maintenance and training costs based on a consolidation of aircraft models in the fleet, is essential 

for the air transport industry to stabilize profits. It is also important to check whether a company 

has taken measures to alleviate higher costs through the introduction of fuel efficient aircraft and 

the use of hedging. 

 

(4) Safety and customer satisfaction 

     The ability to ensure safety is a prerequisite for any air transport company, and if a crash or 

other serious accident occurs, the company's brand image will plummet. A company having 

problems with punctuality including numerous delays will also see its reputation suffer. On the 

other hand, if a company is well recognized for its customer satisfaction aspects, it can increase 

brand loyalty and attain a greater number of stable customers. 

 

(5) Direction of airline administrative policy 

     Air transport services are a regulated industry, and R&I cannot ignore relationships between 

carriers and government authorities when carriers engage in activities such as setting routes. If a 

carrier is highly important in its home country or region, it may be able to win government support 

if its operating environment has deteriorated significantly. Governments frequently control the 

arrival and departure slots at major airports. When the government of a country with a large 

economy is actively promoting the air transport industry, carriers in the country may particularly 
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receive various government benefits. R&I believes it is easier to obtain both tangible and intangible 

government support if a carrier is highly important, such as when its presence is essential for a 

country's transportation infrastructure. 

 

II. Evaluation of Financial Risk 

     In addition to quantitative factors in the form of financial data, R&I evaluates a company's 

financial management policy and liquidity risk in its analysis of financial risk. 

     In general, air transport companies frequently use leases when obtaining aircraft. R&I 

therefore puts greater emphasis on financial indicators calculated on the basis of effective debt and 

total assets that include off-balance sheet lease obligations, and profits and cash flows that 

incorporate lease fees. 

 

(1) Earning capacity 

EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization)/average total assets, operating 

margin, EBITDA margin 

     Since the amount of aircraft assets is substantial, the ratio of EBITDA to average total assets 

is an important indicator from the viewpoint of judging whether a company has efficiently linked 

these assets to profits. 

     When assessing the profitability of air transport companies, R&I checks the operating margin, 

which indicates the ability to maintain earnings in response to changes in revenue, and the 

EBITDA margin after adjustment for lease fees, which shows the breadth of cash flow. 

 

(2) Scale and investment capacity 

EBITDA, equity capital 

     R&I evaluates a company's scale and investment capacity from the viewpoint of whether it 

can regularly upgrade and expand its aircraft fleet. While a measure of cash flow such as EBITDA 

is typically used as an indicator that looks at investment capacity, R&I focuses on EBITDA adjusted 

for lease fees because airline companies frequently utilize leasing to procure aircraft. 

     Due to significant demand volatility, air transport companies often suffer substantial losses 

during periods when the operating environment deteriorates. In some cases, restructuring becomes 

necessary to restore competitiveness, and companies can incur large losses, including losses from 

the disposal of aircraft and severance costs. As a company's financial buffer against such 

circumstances, R&I focuses on the amount of equity capital. Verification of the quality of capital, 
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particularly shareholders' equity, is indispensable because accumulated other comprehensive 

income includes factors that vary with market conditions, such as deferred gains or losses on 

hedges and the translation adjustments account, which is susceptible to foreign exchange rate 

fluctuations. 

 

(3) Debt redemption period 

Net debt to EBITDA ratio 

     Because air transport companies have a heavy burden of investment in aircraft, debt tends to 

balloon. The balance between debt and cash flow is therefore a critical indicator for rating 

evaluation. As with other indicators, R&I looks at the ratio of net debt to EBITDA based on effective 

debt including lease obligations. 

 

(4) Financial profile 

Equity ratio, net D/E ratio (ratio of net debt to equity capital) 

     Because of the large earnings volatility risk, the risk buffer ratio is a key indicator for judging 

financial resilience during periods when earnings deteriorate. R&I confirms the ratio both before 

and after adjustment for leases, besides closely analyzing the amount of effective capital while 

considering asset quality. R&I's approach is focused on the extent to which a company can tolerate 

adverse impacts including the impairment of company assets when profitability deteriorates 

because of persistent deficits under a severe operating environment, for example. 

 

(5) Liquidity risk 

     Fixed costs are large because of debt repayment, lease fee payments and personnel expenses. 

On the other hand, revenues swing widely. For this reason, maintaining a certain amount of cash 

and cash equivalents is preferred. R&I also must confirm a company's relationship with financial 

institutions to see whether it can raise funds in case of need. 
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III. Rating for Air Transport Industry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* This report replaces all previous versions that have been released to date. 

Importance Indicator Importance
Operational base ◎ Earning capacity EBITDA/average total assets ◎

Operational flexibility ◎ Operating margin ◎

Cost management capabilities ◎ EBITDA margin ○

Safety and customer satisfaction ○ EBITDA ◎

Direction of airline administrative policy ○ Equity capital ◎
Debt redemption period Net debt to EBITDA ratio ◎

Financial profile Equity ratio ◎

Net D/E ratio ○

     (*) Leases are adjusted as appropriate.

Note) Importance is indicated by ◎: extremely important, ○: important, or △ relatively important.

Issuer Rating

Individual Firm Risk Financial Risk

Industry Risk: High

Scale and investment
capacity

The Rating Determination Policy and the Rating Methodologies R&I uses in connection with evaluation of creditworthiness (collectively, the 
"Rating Determination Policy and Methodologies") are R&I's opinions prepared based on R&I's own analysis and research, and R&I makes no 
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, adequacy, completeness, merchantability, fitness for any particular 
purpose, or any other matter with respect to the Rating Determination Policy and Methodologies.  Further, disclosure of the Rating 
Determination Policy and Methodologies by R&I does not constitute any form of advice regarding investment decisions or financial matters or 
comment on the suitability of any investment for any party.  R&I is not liable in any way for any damage arising in respect of a user or other 
third party in relation to the content or the use of the Rating Determination Policy and Methodologies, regardless of the reason for the claim, and 
irrespective of negligence or fault of R&I.  All rights and interests (including patent rights, copyrights, other intellectual property rights, and 
know-how) regarding the Rating Determination Policy and Methodologies belong to R&I.  Use of the Rating Determination Policy and 
Methodologies, in whole or in part, for purposes beyond personal use (including reproducing, amending, sending, distributing, transferring, 
lending, translating, or adapting the information), and storing the Rating Determination Policy and Methodologies for subsequent use, is 
prohibited without R&I's prior written permission. 
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